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VISION

• A one-stop internet service, accommodating 
access via smart phones, that
– Enables individuals to plan trips by walking, 

bicycling, transit, wheelchair, or shared 
transportation

– Enables neighborhood, business center, and 
similar organizations to tailor the presentation of 
information so that it best meets the needs of 
their residents and customers
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PURPOSE

• Multimodal trip planners in context of the vision
– If you want to drive, the question is “How do I get 

there?”
• Google, Mapquest, Yahoo can tell you

– For bike/walk/bus, the question is “Can I get there (by 
a safe route)?” 

• Networks are sparse and/or incomplete
• Information is more important for alternatives to driving

• Advice on an emerging technology
• Identify emerging issues it raises
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NEW TECHNOLOGY (1)

• Multimodal trip planning software

• Similar to what Google Maps, Yahoo Maps, 
Mapquest offer, but . . .
– With options to mix modes for a trip

– Examples
• Bike to bus, ride bus, bike or walk to final destination

• Drive/bike to park-and-ride, take bus

• Wheelchair-accessible routes
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NEW TECHNOLOGY (2)

• Past implementations have been:
– Developed from scratch, and therefore expensive

• Chicago “GoRoo” at $1 million+

– Proprietary
• Not transferable

– “GoRoo” can’t readily be used in another city without major 
modifications

• Not modifiable
– Company who implemented “GoRoo” owns the software, so 

access to system for any modifications is controlled by 
company
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WHAT HAS CHANGED?

• OpenTripPlanner (OTP)
– A new open-source multimodal trip planner

• Open source software
– Similar to Linux model
– A “community of interest” has developed and continually 

improves software
– Other organizations (e.g., OpenPlans, a non-profit) can 

provide set-up, customization, and maintenance for clients

• Created by a consortium of public transportation 
agencies with some foundation and federal funding

• The project progressed much faster than expected
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EXAMPLE WALK TRIP
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EXAMPLE WALK-TO-AND-FROM-BUS TRIP
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OBSTACLES TO PROVIDING SUCH A SYSTEM

ARE NOW MUCH LOWER THAN BEFORE

• Knowledgeable Computer-Science student can 
install basic system in an evening

• OpenPlans is quoting $30-50K for a basic 
installation (transit and roads) and 
customization for a metropolitan area

• We expect:
– Cost/performance ratio will continue to improve

– Integration with smartphones will develop
• Some apps already available
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DATA

• OTP is set up to work directly with:
– Transit agency GTFS files (what they give to Google for 

Google Transit)
• These have route and schedule information
• HART, PSTA (and, soon, USF Bull Runner) have them

– OpenStreetMap (“Wikipedia” for geographic information)
• Road data 

– Reasonably complete for Hillsborough except for new developments
– Very limited address data

• Bike lanes
• Sidewalks
• Wheelchair access
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OTHER SOURCES OF DATA CAN BE USED IF PREFERRED

• Available “centerlines” file of streets that 
many planning agencies use for planning, 
modeling, data registry (e.g., ESRI .shp)
– Probably preferred for addresses

• If they exist, locally available files for 
bike/walk/wheelchair infrastructure
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LOOKING AHEAD

• How do we get the bike/walk/wheelchair 
data?

• What do we do when the infrastructure isn’t 
there?
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GETTING THE DATA

• Public data files are pretty limited
– Just not something governments have collected

• Anyone (individuals, neighborhood or other 
community organizations) with an interest can 
collect and record data in OpenStreetMap
– Make people aware of the possibility
– Demonstrate use of data in community problem-

solving
– Possible example in Sarasota
– BPAC could develop bike lane data (in support of 

revising the Bicycle Map)
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WHEN THE INFRASTRUCTURE ISN’T THERE

• Recall earlier statement
– (“Networks are sparse, incomplete, or both”)

• For USF area, we have Bull Runner stops on 
off-campus streets
– Without marked crosswalks

– With limited sidewalks

• Good sidewalks on most of 50th, but only one 
usable crosswalk across the street (at Fowler)
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INCOMPLETE INFRASTRUCTURE NEAR USF
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Only crosswalk  is here

Only crosswalk  is here

Incomplete sidewalk/crosswalk
network along bus route



OPTIONS

• Force OTP to use recorded sidewalks, crosswalks, 
bike lanes
– Greatly limits coverage

• Allow OTP to route on other non-pedestrian 
infrastructure
– May create unusable or unsafe routes
– USF administration may be uncomfortable with this 

for a system that routes off campus

• Use the data and potential service to document 
gaps and lobby for additional infrastructure
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POSSIBLE NEXT STEPS

• Support pilot development of 
OpenTripPlanner system for NNTA area
– USF/CUTR is currently working with a test OTP 

instance for USF area, which could be expanded 
for public consumption

• Support data collection using OpenStreetMap

• Lobby for pedestrian infrastructure 
improvements in identified areas
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LINKS

• OpenTripPlanner
– http://opentripplanner.com/

• OpenPlans
– http://openplans.org/projects/

• OpenStreetMap
– http://openstreetmap.org/

• USF demo version (may do odd things, may not always be 
available)
– http://go.cutr.usf.edu:8083/opentripplanner-webapp/

• U of Maryland walk/wheelchair planner (custom from 
open-source software)
– http://map.umd.edu/map/
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